This paper aims to accomplish the work of assessing the aesthetic quality of a video. Unlike previous assessing works focusing mainly on the extraction of aesthetic features in a film, we further study the features, discover their semantic property on videos and then come up with more useful videobased features such as motion space and motion direction entropy. In the experiment, we compare the assessing accuracy between two different semantic types of features and find that the semantic-independent feature is more reliable from the results. By combining all features, our method learned a more robust and accurate assessment model.
INTRODUCTION
For decades, high quality videos have been the pursuit of human beings. In an HD-video-widely-spread era, to judge the quality of a video would mostly depend on the aesthetics or the comfort degree of the video. For example, continuous shaking of a film or deficient lighting on a target or even an obscure subject might agitate the audience and cause their uncomfortableness on watching. On the other hand, a film carrying high aesthetic characteristics for instance bright colour or delicate composition impresses the audience better. To achieve high aesthetic characteristics, professionals adopt special techniques to make their photos perfect in an aesthetic view, say, the DOF (depth of field) difference between foreground and background, and the well-known rule of third [1] . In a similar way, depending on the technique, human beings can pursue a higher quality video with the aids of the automation in assessing the aesthetic quality (AQ) of videos.
Automatic aesthetic assessment has many applications. For example, imagine that you are learning to record something professionally. Instead of criticizing the bad compositions, over/under-exposure on lighting, or hand shaking afterwards, it is more helpful if the camcorder report the AQ to the user in advance. In addition, AQ assessment can also help key frame selection, seeing that key frames should consider not only the contents but the aesthetics as well.
From the advantages above, the problem of measuring the AQ of videos becomes important. In the past, AQ assessment had been studied thoroughly in photos [2] [3] [4] . They focus on extracting AFs to represent the artistic feeling a person perceive toward photos. These feelings are widely discussed and embodied into colour, exposure, composition, or more. Then they model the assessing behaviour similar to the human beings as a classification problem. Real-AdaBoost and SVM are used in their works for classification respectively. In later work, Luo et al. [5] attempt to assess video quality using these AFs and propose an insightful view that the AQ should be focused on the subject because it gathers most attention within the whole image; thus, subject-based AFs are extracted from subject regions as a criteria for assessing photo/video quality. However, Luo et al. claim that, in a professional image, the subject region should always be in focused and background should be out of focused. Hence, the subject extracted from the above definition may fail since most of videos captured by the consumer are not professional enough. Moreover, without considering temporal property, the photo-based AFs are insufficient in judging the AQ of videos. Recently, Moorthy et al. [6] propose a hierarchical pooling method by combining photo-based AFs and temporal property to model the AQ of videos. However, the discriminating ability of AFs still needs improvements for lacking of consideration on motion property.
To sum up the past works [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , many focus on extracting the features but miss consider their semantic property. To further explain, some features have the property that aesthetic criteria measured from them vary with the video content, for example, lightness. We call them semanticdependent features. For example, when we evaluate the lightness feature of videos containing starlight and sunlight, lightness is its innate property, and therefore their AQs should not be assessed by the same criteria. However, some AFs have an independent property. For example, the severe vibration of the scene always arouse the uncomfortableness of the audience no matter what video contents are. Therefore, the aesthetic criteria measured from them remain the same even with different video content. Here we call this kind of AFs semantic-independent features. In fact, both semantically dependent and independent features are important since they can be applied to different situations: dependent features are more useful in similar scenes while independent features are more distinctive in diverse datasets. In this paper, we study features such as motion, colour, and composition, and investigate their assessing ability concerning semantic properties. Later we conduct experiments to explore the influences of the semantic property on AQ. By combining all features, our method assesses video quality more accurately 2. OUR APPROACH
Problem Definition

For i
th video V i , we define notations to illustrate our work: a video-pooled feature X i is extracted from video V i with m frames, V i = {F 1 , F 2 , ...F m } , F j for the features of the j th frame. Similarly, for the frame j with n features,
where f k ∈ R and f k represents the k th type of feature. With all these features provided, we use a pooling method 1 to summarize the features within a short duration. The pooling method (P ) includes several operators, eg., mean, median. To be more specific, we have frame features within one second,
T where N is frame per second, pooled together, and obtain a onesecond-pooled feature vector, B j = P 1 (A j ). Then we apply another pooling to summarize the one-second-pooled features in one video to form a video-pooled feature X i = P 2 (B j;∀j ) 2 .
Aesthetic Feature Computation
Among all the aesthetic characters in a video, motion is the most salient character in the so-called video. Whereas previous work considers only the motion in finding handshaking [7] , we further introduce some important features: motion space and motion direction entropy, which are also of great significance. Seeing that all AFs can be classified into two types: semantic-independent and semantic-dependent features, we introduce them respectively in Sec. 
Semantic-Independent Feature
Motion Space (MS): Based on the professional skills in film making: as users are videotaping a moving object, they must beware that the space in front of the moving direction of the object should be reserved for the better AQ of the video, since the reserved space gives the audience more imagination about the subject. Moreover, different scenes make no difference on the effect of motion space since what this feature concerns about is the imagination space; therefore this is a semantic independent feature. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 illustrate the situations for more/less-imagination, respectively. We tackle this problem by setting the direction of optical flow as v and the vector between subjects and center of frame as d, which are shown in 
Hand-shaking (HS):
Hand-shaking occurs occasionally and has often been disturbing when the audience tries to concentrate in a video, thus making it significant to distinguish the high AQ videos from low; obviously HS is semanticindependent. Shaking differs from other features for it is gained by computing the change of motion direction between the current frame and the previous one, instead of only the direction of its own. Apart from all the other related works, we set shaking detection area at the border to distinguish subject's self-shaking from the hand-shaking, as shown in Fig. 4 . To achieve this, the motion indicator I j in frame j is defined as an unit step function I j = u(mx j ) where mx j represents the border motion vector in frame j along the horizontal direction. An exclusive-or operator (⊕) is adopted to model the direction change within two adjacent motion indicators, that is I j and I j−1 . Moreover, the magnitude of motion indicates the degree of unstableness; thus horizontal unstableness feature f 2 is defined as: Fig. 4 . The unstableness detection area (a) defined using the whole frame may cause false alarm in a self-shaking subject such as this ball-playing puppy shown above. Therefore, the modified detection set (b) along the borders helps detect a more robust frame-based unstableness.
In the same way, a vertical unstableness feature f 3 is formed by replacing mx with my.
We further define the border(Ub) to central unstableness (Uc) ratio for horizontal f 4 = Ub Uc to show the subtle differences: for border moves more than the centre type (f 4 > 1), it may be the recording type that its shot traces and focuses on the subject; for border moves equally with the centre type (f 4 = 1), it may be a panorama shooting type. Finally for the border moves less than the centre type (f 4 < 1), it may be regarded as a static shot on a subject. Similarly f 5 for vertical.
Colour Harmonic: The human visual perception of aesthetics is strongly related to colour harmonization [9] and it is semantically independent since it aims at colour arrangement. Here we adopt HSV colour space and construct a hue histogram (h) for each frame to distinguish between seven well arranged colour types [9] . The seven templates for each types of colour histogram are listed as
where * means to convolute and choose the maximum value of the resulted histogram.
Composition: The composition of a frame is also of great importance in an aesthetic view, eg., the rule of third [1] , clarity contrast, and shape convexity. The rule of third claims that subjects should be placed in one of the four intersections of the lines that divide the images equally in three parts horizontally and vertically for better aesthetic appeal. Clarity contrast for subject and background also plays a role in a professional image since the focused subject with a blurred background is of great aesthetic appeal. The shape convexity is a consideration according to [5] as well. In computing rule of third feature (f 13 ), clarity contrast feature (f 14 ) and shape convexity feature (f 15 ), we adopt the methods in Luo et al. [5] . And these rules are semantically independent since photographers seek for better composition in all kinds of scene.
Semantic-Dependent Feature
Motion Direction Entropy (MDE): Entropy is commonly treated as the amount of uncertainty, whereas the concept of . Moreover, for the same MDE value in different scenes, the aesthetic quality could be diverse. For example, when shooting videos for a sport game or kids playing, the motion entropy could be larger than that of shooting far mountains. Therefore, it is semantic dependent.
Colour Saturation and Value: In HSV space, there are saturation and value to be considered; thus we compute the average saturation and value for each frame as additional colour features (f 17 , f 18 ). According to the region of attention, the centre block of picture is distinct to others, and thus we add two more colour features (f 19 , f 20 ) by averaging the saturation and value of the centre block.
Lightness: Here we define one lightness feature as the lightness ratio (f 21 ) of subject and background without subject. The other feature is described as the lightness ratio (f 22 ) of subject and whole frame. For f 21 , exclusion of the subject in computing background lightness is needed since the subject lightness may be so strong as to influence the whole frame. However, f 22 used in [5] is still necessary for video without subjects or with too many subjects because the exclusion for subject lightness in such a video may leave only noise.
Altogether, the size of each category is listed in Table. 1, and, in total, we have 22 scalar features that can be selected in each frame, i.e. n = 22.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The dataset collected by [6] is used for evaluation. This dataset consists of 160 videos with 15 seconds short-segment, and each video was rated by two authors on a 5-point scale. To evaluate our work fairly, we follow the same experimental settings of [6] : using 5-fold cross-validation and repeating it 200 times to obtain assessment accuracy. According to their work, seven most discriminative features are selected to avoid overfitting, and support vector machine (SVM) with radial basis function (RBF) kernel is also adopted. Furthermore, the 
